
Types of Relationships


 

Vertical:


 

The traditional linkages between firms in the supply 
chain such as retailers, distributors, manufacturers, and 
raw materials suppliers



 

Horizontal:


 

Business arrangements between firms that occupy 
“parallel” positions in the supply chain (e.g. two ocean 
carriers that share ship capacity)



 

Full Collaboration:


 

Business arrangements between firms that occupy both 
vertical and parallel positions in the supply chain (e.g. 
consortium of carriers and shippers working to reduce 
empty truck movement)

Chapter 4  Supply Chain Relationships



Range of supply chain relationships


 

Transactional:


 

Both parties are at “arm’s length”, with limited 
commitment



 

Collaborative: 


 

Two or more business organizations cooperate to 
drive better long term combined results



 

Strategic:


 

Represents deep and long term commitments among 
supply chain partners. Firms willingly modify their 
business objectives and practices to help achieve 
shared long-term goals and objectives 



Relationship Perspectives

Transactional

Vendor Partner Strategic Alliance

Relational



Regardless of form, relationships may differ in 
numerous ways:



 

Duration


 

Obligations


 

Expectations


 

Interaction/Communication


 

Cooperation


 

Planning


 

Goals


 

Performance analysis


 

Benefits and burdens



Source: Copyright 2001, C. John Langley PhD Used with permission



Drivers
defined as “compelling reasons to partner”; all parties 
“must believe that they will receive significant benefits in 
one or more areas and that these benefits would not be 
possible without a partnership”

Facilitators
defined as “supportive corporate environmental 
factors that enhance partnership growth and 
development”; they are the factors that, if present, 
can help to ensure the success of the relationship



Collaboration:



 

Collaboration occurs when companies work together 
for mutual benefit.



 

Companies leverage each other on an operational 
basis and creates a synergistic business environment 
in which the sum of the parts is greater than the 
whole.  





Seven Immutable Laws of Collaborative Logistics



 

Collaborative Logistics Networks Must Support:


 

Real and recognized benefits to all members


 

Dynamic creation, measurement, and evolution of 
collaborative partnerships



 

Flexibility and security


 

Collaboration across all stages of business process 
integration



 

Open integration with other services


 

Collaboration around essential logistics flows 



Definition of 3PL (Third-Party Logistics)



 

A third-party-logistics firm is an external supplier that 
performs all or part of a company’s logistics functions.



 

Multiple logistics activities are managed together to 
provide logistics/supply chain solutions.



Types of 3PL Providers



 

transportation-based



 

warehouse/distribution-based



 

forwarder-based 



 

shipper/management-based



 

financial-based



 

information-based firms



US 3PL Market Growth ($Billion)
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4PL (Fourth-Party Logistics)

+ Greater Functional Integration + 
Broader Operational Autonomy

Source: Accenture, Inc. Used with permission. *TM Registered trademark of Accenture, Inc.
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